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The measurements of the b l ifet ime, T D " 10~12 sec , have

greatly constrained the quark mixing matrix of Kobayashi and

Maskawa (R-M). The communication between the second and the

third generations of quark s tates is great ly suppressed compared

to that between the f i r s t and the second generations, (the sup-

pression i s about 5 times in amplitudes more severe than that of

Cabibbo). Through u r i t a r i t y , the rest of the nixing matrix i s

re la t ively well determined, including the resu l t that the 2x2 GIM

matrix i s unitary to a good approximation, (with a deviation less

than 10~2)a To improve our knowledge of the mixing matrix, we

need a more, precise value of V , . What we have now i s 10~3 <

|v . I < 10~2, with the lower bound from the CP-violation

parameter e, and the upper bound from the measurements of the b

lifetime and i t s semileptonic decays. One of the cleanest ways

to measure th is number i s to measure B~ -»• T~ v (here v denotes

neutrino, and v denotes, antineutrino, a notation invented by

M. Goldhaber at this conference). Unfortunately i t s branching

ratio i s very small 10~s < Br(B + T v ) < 10"1*, i t s precise

value depending on the value of | v u b | . I propose this as a

challenge to our experimental colleagues.

*Program, and speaker- t i t le l i s t attached at the end.
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With this knowledge of the mixing matrix, and the coming

precision measurements of multi-channel decays of the charm

particles and the beauty particles, we are beginning to be able

to analyze the dynamics of nonleptcnic decays more

systematically. Twenty eight years after the observation of

r(K+-Hr+TrC)/r(Ks°+ir
+ir~) « 1/670, we are still not sure what is

the source for this AI • 1/2 rule. The studies of nonleptonic

decays in the EC and A systems are very limited by the decay

channels available. Hopefully, by systematically analyzing the

many decays of charm and beauty particles we can eventually

understand the dynamics of nonleptonic decays.

This is the 20th anniversary of the observation of the CP

violation reaction Kj, + 2*r, which is still the only kind.

Observation of CP violation in any other systems will certainly

be very interesting. The K-M mechanism does not predict many ob-

servable CP violation effects. From our present estimates, the

K-M model can produce a e'/e * 0, depending upon how important is

the so called "Penguin" diagram. As we have heard in this

conference, e'/e may be measured to the 0.002 level by 1986.

There are also CP violation effects in the partial-decay-

rate differences of a particle and its antiparticle. CPT

dictates that a particle and its antiparticle mist have the same

decay width; however, their partial decay rates in the CP

conjugated states can be different due to CP violation. LEAR is

excellently equipped to do such measurements for the R and the

hyperon systems. Preliminary estimates, based on our current

crude knowledge of how to calculate nonleptonic decays, indicate

that percentage partial-decay-rate differences, while extremely

small in the K and the hyperon systems, namely 0(10~^-10~6), can

be tens of percent in the B meson decays, though the branching

ratios are small: 10"** - 10~5. This indicates that a million B

mesons are needed to search for such CP violation effects. The
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partial decay rate differences in charm meson decays, on the

other hand, can be only 10~2 - 10~3 in some optimistic cases,

though the branching ratios are relatively larger than for the B

exclusive decays. These estimates call for about 108 - 109 charm

mesons. So, for the next generations of CP-violation search

experiments, we need one hundred million charm, one million

beauty, (but only one truth!).

Now let us list what is going to happen in the next few

years on the topics we discussed at- this conference (the

following is what we worked out on the blackboard).

1984:

. set bound on n^ j< 10, (UA1, UA2, CERN);

. ef/e, sensitivity 0.005, (FNAL Exp. #617, BNL Exp. #749);

. high statistics measurements of charm decays, direct

measurements of |VCS|, |
v
cd|» O^SSi III, SLAC);

• Sl/fl from polarized * n e? V (FNAL Exp' #715)*
1985-86:

. Better measurements of the charm and the beauty lifetimes,

(SLAC, CESR, DESY, FNAL, CERN),

. t quark discovered, if mt < 70 GeV, (UA1, DA2, CERN);

(if mt < 35 GeV, then Tristan, KEK, will sit on a gold

mine of the truth);

. set bound on B°-B° mixing < 50%, (CESR);

. measure niy to < 5 eV, (ITEP; Tokyo - Oshima);

. measure Tp + Kv ^ 1 Q 3 3 v e a r si

. Observation of compbsiteness of W and Z?

. Observation of supersymmetric particles?
1986-87:

d to 10~26 e-cm., (Grenoble, Gatchina);

. e'/e to < 0.002, (FNAL Exp. #631* CERN);

. A Ko + 2ir *
 4 ̂  e'» to < °'002» (LEAR

. K1" -»• ir+ye, sensitivity 10~12, (BNL Exp. #777);

. KL + ye, sensitivity 10"
10, (BNL Exp. #780);

. KL + it + "nothing", sensitivity 10~
10, (BNL Exp. #787);
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. SLC turns on;

. Fermilab pp collider turns on;

• Tristan turns on.

1987-88:

. ny < 4, (DAI, UA2, SLC, CERN);

. observation of the trl-gauge boson coupling via

pp + W*W~X, yWX, (Fermilab pp collider);

. Higgs boson found, if m^ «125 GeV (as bounded by some

elegant theoretical arguments presented at this

conference);

. Beijing e+e~ collider, BEPC, turns on.
1988-89:

. LEP turns on;

. B°-I° mixing to 2-10%, (CESR II, Cornell; Argus, DESY);

. B + T vT observed, JvUDj measured, (CESR II; Argus);

. Aw measured, (CESR II; Argus);

. high precision measurement of charm decays, (BEPC,

Beijing).

. HERA turns on.

We can see that our prospects for the next few years are quite

interesting.

In two years we will observe the 90th anniversary of the

discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel. Our modern history of

studies on weak interactions started with Pauli's proposal of v

In 1930 and Fermi's construction of Fermi's interaction in 1933.

It has been a very fascinating history. At first the discoveries

of particles were made mainly in cosmic rays, [e+, 1932; y*,

1937; ir1, 1947; A, Z, E, Kr, K°, 1947 . . . ] . Associated

productions were discovered both in cosmic rays and at

accelerators (Cosmotron, BNL, 1955). This marked the the

beginning of the era of doing particle physics using accelera-

tors. Then came the population explosion of the hadrons in the

early sixties. That led to the idea that hadrons are not elemen-

tary, and the acceptance of quarks, ( A S * ! particles of layers in

Chinese),- as constituents of hadrons.
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Led by Pauli and Fermi, theorists have made startling

advances either directly stimulated by experimental results or

based upon the sheer logic and esthetics of reasoning: the

questioning of parity conservation, 1956; the unification of

electromagnetic and weak interactions; the proposition of the

charm and the beauty particles in the seventies. Even more

fascinating is that not only do the quark states repeat, but

even the history of the discoveries of new quark states, cbarm

and beauty, have bsen repeating. The recent observation of W*

and Z at the predicted masses (even with predicted cross

sections) is a feat matched only by the observation of the

antiproton, as predicted by Dirac's theory.

After these recent milestones, we are again at a point of

puzzlement, in this ever on-going process of making discoveries

and furthering understandings. Where are the truth particles?

Will they be discovered in the same way as the charm and the

beauty particles? What is the mass-generating mechanism for the

gauge bosons? How many Z 's and W's are there? How about the

WR'S? I tend to believe the "principle of insufficiency" in

physics, i.e. if not inhibited by some fundamental principle, a

physical phenomenon should happen. The recent discovery of

neutral current (1973) is such an example. So I do agree with

the composite-model advocates that there should be more W's and

Z's, and preons or haplons, etc. But we must make an effort to

become capable to calculate and make predictions about where

these W's and Z's are, not just "live in the experimental error

bars" of the standard model. Do the neutrinos have mass? An

important question to ask is if a zero mass fermion exists, what

is the fundamental principle for it? The neutrinos were shown

not to be supersymmetric fermions [W.A. Bardeen 1975 (unpublish-

ed); D.Z. Freedman and B. de Wit, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35̂ , 827

(1975), W.A. Bardeen, T.R. Taylor and C.K. Zachos, Nucl. Phys.

B231, 235 (1984)]. Unless if we can find some other fundamental
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reasons, It Is natural for neutrinos to have mass. The proton

probably does decay, (Lee and Yang, could not find a good reason

for it not to decay, Phya. Rev. 98_, 1501 (1955)). But how long

does it live? Not only is there no good reason that magnetic

monopoles should not exist, it is beautiful that they do. But

should we repeat ourselves in theory constructions as in con-

structing tne grand unification theories following the same steps

as the elecJ.i.cweak unification? Supersymmetry is surely mathe-

mezxrjtHy jx>d est tically beautiful. As we have heard, it is

even ce* si... r5 ci"* ties: the hierarchy problem, the hori-

zon pr. .. o •-.•. 'now to keep the strong CP violation

extr . ..J. (sr by the stringent de < 10~25e-cm).

However it will take y*:ars ok theoretical and experimental work

to find If it has a place in physics.

As for doing physics with accelerators - what is beyond the

pp colliders, HESA, and LEP? We can not just linearly extrapo-

late in getting higher energies and In the size of experiments.

A technological revolution is called for in building accelerators

and detectors. The many school? and workshops on accelerator

physics which have recently sprung up is an encouraging sign.

I thank you for your interesting talks and enthusiastic

participation. You make me feel life as a physicist is

beautiful. Not only the subject is fascinating, but so are our

fellow physicists. National boundaries disappear before our

common Interest In trying to understand the world around us.

This fact is attested to by the many countries represented at

this conference. I thank you all for coming.

Finally, stimulated by the beautiful Chinese poem which

Professor Terazawa presented to us at the end of his talk, I

would like to share with you a few words by Lao Tze (- 600 BC,

Confucius' contemporary):



giving birth, yet not possessing,

working, yet not taking credit,

work done, then left alone,

in this way, it will last forever.
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